Introduction
Chagas' disease, caused by the protozoan Trypanosoma cruzi, is spread mostly by Triatominae bugs. High carbon dioxide emission and strong infra-red (IR) radiation are indicative of their presence. Periods of low atmospheric water saturation favor their dispersal, when the bugs' IR perception is high [2] .
The Fast Subset Scan (FSScan) [3] is very efficient for the detection of the most likely geographic cluster. Covariate studies associating the presence of regular clusters with environmental factors are routinely done using the Circular Scan, the simplest version of the Spatial Scan statistic. However, if the study employs irregular clusters instead, accurate results depend on the generation of a rich family of variants of the primary cluster.
Methods
GDScan's bi-objective optimization approach simultaneously minimizes the population and maximizes the number of cases of each candidate solution. The efficient solution set of the bi-objective problem is formed by several candidate solutions, as opposed to the (generally) unique solution provided by other methods, such as the Circular Scan or the FSScan. Each candidate solution z is a nondominated solution, in the sense that any other solution w with more cases than z and smaller population than z cannot exist.
The idea is to penalize regions which have humid climates, since the bugs prefer dry places. Figure 1 shows Minas Gerais state in central Brazil, indicating Chagas' disease rates ( Figure 1a ) and dryness levels during the driest season, from June to August ( Figure  1b) . The efficient solution set returned by GDScan is then evaluated according to dryness value. The cluster solutions located in drier regions, considered as more plausible, should receive the higher values. For clusters with very similar likelihood ratio scores, the most plausible solution is the one with maximum dryness.
Results
Figure 1c shows GDScan's primary cluster variant with the lowest precipitation level, corresponding to the best solution found which incorporate the driest regions. Figure 1d presents variants of the primary cluster provided by GDScan (open circles) and FSScan (crosses); the "better" solutions (more cases within less populated clusters) are located in the lower-left part of the graph. As we can see, primary cluster variants generated by GDScan are better situated in the graph than those generated by FSScan.
Conclusions
The cluster of Figure 1c is nearly identical with the most likely cluster found by both GDScan and FSScan (not shown). This is an indication of a strong correlation between dryness and Chagas' disease incidence, supporting previous findings [2] . This information could be useful in Chagas' disease surveillance and prevention.
GDScan is computationally more expensive; however, it finds more potentially useful variants of the primary cluster as compared to FSScan (e.g., those variants with more desirable covariate values).
Chagas' disease rates (a), precipitation levels with darker shades indicating dryer areas (b), GDScan's primary cluster variant with lowest precipitation level (c), and variants of the primary cluster, provided by GDScan (open circles) and FSScan (crosses) (d).
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